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Get the background you need for future courses and discover the usefulness of mathematical

concepts in analyzing and solving problems with FINITE MATHEMATICS, 7th Edition. The author

clearly explains concepts, and the computations demonstrate enough detail to allow you to

follow-and learn-steps in the problem-solving process. Hundreds of examples, many based on

real-world data, illustrate the practical applications of mathematics. The textbook also includes

technology guidelines to help you successfully use graphing calculators and Microsoft Excel to

solve selected exercises.
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It's a good book. It has a lot of examples to help you understand what is being taught. For example,

it tells you "look at example #5 for this problem and the example teaches you how to do the problem

that you are working on. It also has all the formulas that you will need to know for each section

before it starts. It's easy to understand and all of the answers are listed in the back of the book (for

odd problems only ).

The book arrived on time, so I was pleased about that. However, one of the pages is loose and the

book spine isn't stable, if that makes sense. There is also a lot of writing on the problem sets. I'm

content with the book though.



I got my textbook within a couple of days. The textbook was fairly new and I still have the text book

to this very day. My professor was excellent because of the example within the book weren't the

best. But overall my textbook was in great condition and I am a very satisfied customer. Go

mathematicsFuture Mathematics Teacher :)

It needs better examples. Giving only one example per formula does not cover all that is needed. I

do like how it refers to the example types when you are actually doing the problems.

Gives good examples when you have a not so good teacher. Teaches you how to use the calculator

and make Excel spreadsheets.

I was very pleased with my copy of Finite Mathematics. It has hardly any marks in it and the outside

was in great condition. They also sent it in a timely manner. I would order again from them.
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